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MARC Alaska

Once again we made the trek early in the year to the frozen north
while snow was on the ground . . .
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MARC Alaska
by Jon Egeler

Someone asked me why we didn’t go when the weather was nice and the fishing good,
but there is a simple answer. During the winter and spring they are preparing for the busy
summer, but as the weather gets good up there, things get very busy for the personnel of
MARC. What better way to prepare for the heavy work than to have a safety audit from MSI,
along with some training sessions each morning, in early spring when things are a bit slower?

MARC stands for Missionary Aviation Repair Center, and was
started to provide a place where pastors and missionaries could bring
their plane to be worked on and help keep it properly maintained.

This ministry continues, with a fully equipped shop and parts room and a number of
highly qualified and competent mechanics. MARC also sells fuel and parts to the local public,
as a service and also to help subsidize their operations.
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MARC has grown and changed a great deal since its early days. Their fleet now consists of two King Air U21s,
a Navajo, a Cessna 182, a Cessna 172, and a Citabria. The 172 and Citabria are primarily used to give flight training
to local people, and the 182 also is used some for instruction. This valuable service that MARC provides for the
community evolved from the need for many local pastors and missionaries to get initial or advanced flight training
or licenses and ratings. The instruction side of MARC’s ministry is growing, and they are actively seeking another
172 M or N model.
The other part of MARC’s ministry is providing air support to missionaries,
pastors, and ministries in Alaska. The U21s and Navajo are good haulers, and
have been meeting the needs well. They fly many hundreds of local kids to Bible
camps every year, as well as church work groups, supplies, and many passengers.
Lately, they have been having to fly both U21’s to the same location due to larger
and larger groups, so they are exploring the possibility of getting a larger aircraft.

The MSI audit team this time consisted of MARC Alaska veterans Clay and Joy Norman, Jim
Brownlee, and Jon Egeler. MSI has been working with MARC for many years, and this was our third audit
for them. MARC celebrated their 50th anniversary in 2014, and the celebration highlighted the blessing
that this ministry has been to so many through the years. MSI counts it a privilege to have been a small
part of helping them to fulfill their mission successfully.
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SIMAIR Niger
by Jon Egeler

N

iger, with 80 percent of its geography composed of the Sahara
Desert, is easily one of the hottest and driest places we visit on a
regular basis. Strong winds can generate a dust storm. This year, we
had to schedule our visit to SIMAIR in April, which happens to be
during some of the warmest times of the year, and to top it off, we had
just come from Alaska, where snow was still on the ground! My hat is
off to the brave and hardy folks who serve here long term. It certainly
takes a toll physically, and involves commitment and sacrifice.

SIMAIR has been operating in Niger for many years, and quite
some time now with diesel powered Cessna 182s. In fact, they are the
highest time SMA diesel operator in the world, so they have served as
the test case for aviation diesel operations. The SMA diesel engine for
the 182 had its teething problems, and still has a hiccup or two, but
for the most part has been a good performer for SIMAIR.

For some of the Niger
population the camel is still
the limousine of the desert.
Although there are roads
to many of the locations
served by missionaries, they
are quite rough, very dusty,
and many have serious
security concerns—certainly
not desireable to or for
mission personnel. SIMAIR’s
ministry consists mainly of
transporting missionaries to
various locations in Niger.
SIMAIR has also proved to be
a very valued aviation service
to medical workers in Niger as
well as to missionaries.

We were pleased to see many improvements to the
facilities and equipment there at their base in Niamey—the
capital of Niger—and are encouraged by the progress they
are making. One interesting development is that SIMAIR
has purchased a Cessna 210 and it is in the process of having
an Impulse ethanol injection Supplemental Type Certificate
(STC) put on it which will allow it to use automotive gasoline.
This is of great interest to the rest of the missionary aviation
community, and since SIMAIR was the first to try the SMA
diesel, I suppose it makes sense that they will be the first to try
this STC out, too. We all look forward to hearing how it does.
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SAMAIR Peru
by Jon Egeler

MSI’s busy spring schedule took me from Alaska to Niger to Peru, which gave
me the distinction of having a 24 hour period where I was on 4 different continents
(traveling from Africa to Europe to North America to South America to get from Niger
to Peru). It sounds glamorous, but just means I was pretty worn out when I arrived…

SAMAIR has the distinction of having had more MSI audits over the years than any
other mission organization. This is due to their signing up to be an MSI member right when
MSI started, and their putting the requirement to be MSI members and have MSI audits
right in their operations manual. This close partnership started with Don Gahagen and Joe
Hopkins (classmates at Moody Aviation) and continues today with Craig Gahagen and me
(also classmates at Moody Aviation). We feel that this has been a very beneficial relationship
through the years, and allowed both our organizations to be successful in their ministries.
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SAMAIR Peru,

concluded

This year’s audit team consisted of Jon Egeler, Jim and Diana Brownlee, and
Daryl and Marlene Bussert. A special feature of the visit this year was incorporating a
safety seminar in middle of the audit schedule, which we did on Wednesday, to allow
all the pilots and others to attend. Some of the subjects included: Common Issues in
Missionary Aviation; Crash Worthiness; Maintenance Issues; Accident Case Study;
Safety Culture Assessment; and Initial Responses to Accidents or Occurrences.
SAMAIR operates a Cessna 206 on Aerocet floats, and
two Cessna 206s on wheels. Their focus is on supporting
mission and church work in the remote areas of Peru, and
they are an extremely vital link in all that is going on. The
float plane goes into many villages located along rivers, operating from the lake at their base in Cashibo Cocha near
Pucallpa. The land planes venture a bit further where there
are airstrips, and occasionally even do international flights.

Every visit we see good progress and improvements and this visit was no exception. The new passenger
waiting area looks great, there have been a number of upgrades in equipment, and a general positive attitude was
evident. Some would like to see a Kodiak on amphibious floats, which would be a great addition to allowing them
to serve even more effectively, but the cost of operations would have to be subsidized substantially to allow those
who need the service to use it well. Like in most parts of the world, much mission work is being done by national
workers who do not have access to many financial resources, so even though they need aviation to do their work
well, it has to be subsidized. Perhaps you can pray with all of us that God will provide the needed funds.
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IAMA at SDC
by Jon Egeler

T

his year’s conference was held at San Diego Christian College
(SDC) and co-hosted by Shadow Mountain Church in San Diego. It was a fantastic location which was enjoyed by all, with many
staying extra days to take advantage of local attractions.

Wednesday’s sessions kicked off with a forum discussion facilitated by Jon Marselus, Director of the SDC Aviation program.
A panel consisting of John Boyd, president of Mission Aviation
Fellowship, Phil Koop, director of aviation for new Tribes Mission Aviation and Woody Mclendon, president of JAARS shared
what they see as the challenges for mission aviation both for today and as we move into the future. The delegates expressed how
valuable it was to have those mission leaders share their hearts,
expressing the value of our intermission cooperation. Another
issue which was of high value was a report on the retention survey which JAARS conducted. This is an issue for all missions.

The program kicked off on Tuesday with devotions and a
warm welcome from Dr. Paul Ague, SDC President. Then MSI
presented an all-day Safety Seminar for all the attendees, covering a variety of topics. Two main sessions introduced the subjects,
and then the attendees broke into smaller groups for discussions.
Each group then reported their finding and conclusions back to
larger assembled group. Although there may not have been many
“breakthrough” decisions or findings, a great deal of learning took
place as the various delegates from missionary aviation organzations discussed, compared notes, and found out what the others
were doing and thinking about the various issues. Doubtless the
discussions will continue, and good solutions will be found.
Scattered throughout were mission showcase reports by a
number of missions. These reports help all of us as we learn from
each other and find areas of common ground in which we can
cooperate. Dr. Combs the mission’s pastor from Shadow Mountain
Church gave us a mission’s report of the work of Shadow Mountain Church as well as led us each morning in devotions.

Thursday’s program had a more technical emphasis, with a
report on Dr. Scott Zibell’s Aviation Effectiveness Research project. Other presentations were by Continental Diesel Engines,
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IAMA at SDC,
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Quest, I-Tec, a diesel engine being developed by Carl
Mortensen of The King’s Engineering Fellowship,
MASA Wisconsin, and a social media presentation.

Our banquet speaker was Dr. David Jeremiah who is a nationally recognized Christian leader. He is the pastor of Shadow Mountain Church
which places a major emphasis on missions and
supports many mission aviators. His message
encouraged and inspired us to keep up the good
work in which God has called us all to share.
Friday featured sessions on Generational Engagement—relating to younger generations, with presentations
by Dr. Lisa Dunne and Kimberly Mendoza. Those presentations were recorded and are available through IAMA.
Attendance was quite good, with 30 organizations
represented and over 75 representatives attending. Everyone was quite grateful for the wonderful job Denny Breslin
did in organizing the details and logistics, and all the hard
work the folks at SDC and Shadow Mountain did to be the
excellent hosts they were.
Next year’s annual conference will be held in Lynchburg, Virginia, hosted by Liberty University. We would
love to see you there!

The ladies were treated to some break out time
just for them which was
non-technical. One of those
times was a special testimony from Mary James.
Mary is a nationally known
Christian recording artist.
Mary also blessed us with
a concert as part of our
Thursday night banquet.

MSI
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Moody Aviation Seminar
by Jon Egeler

TMoody Aviation Safety Seminar 2017
his year’s Moody Aviation Safety Seminar
featured Dr. Jolene Erlacher, founder of Leading
Tomorrow, an effort formed to bring cultural issues
to currentby
as Jon
well Egeler
as future organizational leaders.
Dr. Erlacher is passionate about equipping leadership
to be effective in an evolving culture. She presented
sessions on understanding culture and current
trends in regards to tolerance and truth, work ethic
and ministry ideals of various generations, the
challenges inherent in education and technology, and
how to best empower the next generation of leaders.
Following her sessions, Jon Egeler gave presentations
designed to apply the principles she discussed to
missionary aviation.
Some may question how a whole safety seminar
could be devoted to understanding generational
issues, but MSI has seen first-hand how important
these issues are. Many mission organizations have
been struggling with the transition to Millennial
(and younger) generations, and there has been higher
than normal turnover of personnel as a result in
some occasions. We found Jolene’s sessions extremely
helpful and spot-on, and were very encouraged by
what she had to say.
As we all begin to look toward “handing the
baton” off to the next generation, we need to take to
heart the principles that were discussed. As a blessing
to those of us in missionary aviation, Jolene agreed to
have her sessions filmed and they are available upon
request from MSI (rking@msisafety.org).

Dr. Jolene Erlacher

MSI
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Welcome Helimission—MSI’s Newest Member
by Terry Brabon

E

arlier this year I was able to visit Helimission’s headquarters in
beautiful Trogen, Switzerland and meet with many of the leadership and office personnel. Their heart for missions is quite evident.
One could feel the sense of history and their vision for the future.
Currently a new conference room is under construction on that site.

The next leg of my trip landed me in Antananarivo, the capital
city of Madagascar, where Helimission maintains a base at the major airport. The purpose of the visit was to assist Helimission in an
internal audit of their helicopter maintenance operation. The team
was very helpful and gracious. I look forward to working with them
on a future visit to their remote and exotic island.

Helimission also assists in disaster relief operations around
the world such as droughts, floods, earthquakes, civil wars, and
hurricanes. They continuously seek the Lord’s leading as they
consider possibilities for future operations.

MSI

Seeing a need for transportation in remote and
isolated areas of the world led Ernie Tanner to start
Helimission in 1971. Today, under the direction of his
son, Simon Tanner (since ’02), Helimission, which operates a solely helicopter fleet, currently has three permanent bases located in Papua, Sulawesi (Indonesia)
and Madagascar. In the past, they have had operations
in numerous countries in South America and Africa.
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MSI Top Ten Safety Concern No. 10
Fuel Handling

I

n aviation, fuel is a critically important element.
An aircraft needs a sufficient amount of fuel of the
proper grade and quality to operate, and if anything
goes wrong in the fuel equation, the results are disastrous. MSI has observed a number of areas of concern regarding fuel and its handling in the world of
missionary aviation, and in an effort to help prevent
disaster from striking, we share them here.
For many decades the Cessna 206 has been a
mainstay of mission aircraft, and while many missions have made the transition to turbine aircraft,
there are still many 206s in use today. There have
been many recorded cases of power interruptions in
the 206 due to not switching the selector or uncoordinated flight unporting the selected tank, and there
are many more cases where it happened but was not
reported or recorded. There have even been a few fatal accidents related to this. While most missions have
put good procedures in place of selecting the proper
tank while taking off and landing and changing tanks
on a regular basis, we find that not all are aware of
the inherent risk that has never been addressed at a
design change level.
Even more alarming, most missions still have
the emergency procedure in place to activate the fuel
boost pump first in the event of power loss, rather
than switching tanks first, then activating the boost
pump. Statistically, the likelihood of the power loss
being solved by switching the tanks is about 10 times
better than that it will be solved by activating the
boost pump, and due to the design of the system, activating the boost pump first when the issue is a fuel
supply one actually delays the restart, as more air is
drawn into the system and has to work its way past a
small orifice in the engine driven fuel pump.
The Cessna 210 fuel system is virtually the same
design as the 206 and has the same potential issues,
with the addition that the fuel tanks are long and narrow, and it is easy for someone to fill the tank rapidly,
have the nozzle cut off indicating the tank is full, but
still be 5-8 gallons below full on that side. Do that for
both wings, and you can easily have an hour’s worth
of less fuel on board than you think. The solution is
to fill the last bit slowly, and for the pilots to visually
check the quantity by dipping the tanks, not relying
on the gauges only.

Dipping the tanks brings up another area of concern. There have been many cases of nearly running
out of fuel, and some where they did run out of fuel
because the pilot was depending on the gauges or calculations to determine the fuel quantity. Dipping the
tanks is not always easy on some aircraft, as it may
have a very high wing that is difficult to get on without a ladder or lots of dihedral to the wing with fuel
caps far outboard on the wing. Nevertheless, it is the
pilot’s responsibility to ensure that he knows exactly
how much fuel he has before taking off, and making
sure he knows it is sufficient for the flight, plus adequate reserves for the unexpected. Don’t just rely on
calculations, I know of one King Air that flamed out
on landing from fuel exhaustion because someone
had stolen some fuel from the aircraft, and the pilots
were depending on their calculations from the previous flight. Fortunately, they had added some extra
fuel that morning because the weather was not great,
and they wanted some extra reserves, or they would
have flamed out 50 miles short of the destination.
Speaking of reserves, we have observed that some
are cutting it very close on fuel reserves in an effort to
maximize the load. While we applaud efficiency, we
must remind people that life is full of the unexpected,
and far too many losses have occurred due to running out of fuel when unexpected weather, visibility,
headwinds, or delays have been encountered. Cutting
your fuel reserves down to the wire is a “penny wise
and pound foolish” way of thinking, as even a successful forced landing or diversion costs way more
than you would save by being able to squeeze a few
extra pounds or kilos of payload on board.
Fuel quality is a large area of concern in aviation,
and fortunately there are international standards for
manufacture and handling. Ensuring the quality of
the fuel toward the final ends of the process of getting
that fuel into the aircraft tanks, however, requires
some effort on the part of the organization and pilot. Fuel contamination can occur in drums, in storage tanks, in fuel trucks and fueling equipment, and
even in the aircraft tanks. It is very important that the
organization and pilot take an active role in ensuring no contamination is introduced or present, and
that they are constantly monitoring the fuel quality.
A whole series on fuel quality control and handling
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Fuel Handling, concluded
was published in the Safety Net Field Edition several
years ago, and is available to MSI members on our
website at www.msisafety.org under Members Only.
Do not make the common mistake of just blindly
trusting that the commercial fuel provider at your local airport is doing everything he is supposed to. We
have found many serious deficiencies in our audits at
commercial providers, and we must remind people
to “trust, but verify”. Not only is it your right to ask
your provider to show you their quality procedures,
it is your responsibility. If they are doing it right, they
are proud to show you that they are, and every provider that supplies airlines is being audited at least
annually by the airlines and often every 6 months, so
they are used to it. Make sure they understand why
the quality procedures are there, and what they are
supposed to be checking for, as sometimes they are
blindly checking boxes, not really understanding the
system.
Storage of fuel, especially in drums or tanks, is
quite important, and many missions store fairly large
quantities of fuel. Make sure that steps are being taken to prevent microbial growth, especially in hot and
humid environments. There are commercial biocide
treatments such as BioBor that should be used—
don’t depend on Prist to prevent microbes, it isn’t designed for that and doesn’t prevent or kill them. Also,
fuel has an age limit, so be sure you are rotating your
stock to make sure it is kept fresh.
Almost everyone has more than one kind of fuel
around the hangar, even if you are not operating both
Avgas and Jet A aircraft. Diesel, car gasoline, and kerosene are usually present, also. Ensure that containers are dedicated to only one type of fuel, are clearly
marked, and everyone, even the cleaners, understand
the importance of not mixing up types of fuel. Always verify a sample for correct type of fuel before
putting it in your aircraft. Personally, I like the “feel
test.” A drop of Avgas, water, or Jet-A feels very different when rubbed between your fingers, and you can’t
be fooled by residual dye or smell in sampling cups
with the feel test.
Security of your fuel is not always given a lot of

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

consideration, but fuel is a commodity that has value,
and it can be stolen. Jet-A especially is susceptible in
some parts of the world, as it is a good substitute for
kerosene, which is widely used in many applications.
Set up good security procedures to protect stored fuel
and fuel in your aircraft. This goes for preventing sabotage or deliberate contamination, too.
Fire prevention while fueling and during maintenance is another concern. We can easily grow
complacent to the fire dangers as we handle fuel on
such a regular basis. The tiniest spark can ignite fuel
vapors, and fuel burns very hot. Recently a person
got third degree burns from having burning Avgas
splashed on him and being on fire for only about 6
seconds. One common area of misconception is that
it is hard to get Jet-A to ignite. That is true in liquid
form, but when it is vaporized, it ignites easily from
a spark (that is, after all, how a PT6 starts up every
time). I am alarmed by how many shops I see using
Avgas or Jet-A as a cleaning fluid, and often spraying
it with an air pressure wand. This vaporizes the fuel
very effectively, and makes an explosive mixture. If
you are doing this, you are really asking for trouble.
There are much better non-flammable solvents available. If a fire does start, make sure everyone knows
how to use the fire extinguishers (you do have them
close at hand, right?) so it can be put out right away
before the heat builds up and it is out of control. We
recommend you have everyone in your building get
some hands-on practice using a fire extinguisher. If
a fire starts at a filler port while fueling, train your
people to put the fuel cap back on right away even
through the flames—the fire inside the tank will go
out very quickly as it consumes the oxygen, and the
flames on the outside of the plane can be put out with
an extinguisher very quickly.
There is much more that can be said, but this
should at least get you thinking regarding dealing
with the risks associated with fuel. Hopefully we can
learn from others and continue to

Make Safety A Way of Life.
Jon Egeler
President

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate.
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

